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Data Protection

Patients (data subjects)

Swiss laws (FADP, HRA)

International laws (GDPR)
SPHN Information Security Policy
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Applicability:
- SPHN, participating institutions and project participants (together “SPHN”)
- BioMedIT Nodes, i.e., any research IT infrastructure used in the context of SPHN.
- This policy does not apply to IT infrastructures within hospitals.
Information Security Policy

Project Leaders (PL)

Users

BioMedIT Node IT personnel
Data classification: 3 categories

Confidential

Public

Internal

Defined by a specific policy – not by the Swiss law
Our Policies and Documents

Please find below all SPHN Data Coordination Centre policies and supporting documents to download:

- SPHN Information Security Policy (163.7 KB)
- SPHN Ethical Framework for Responsible Data Processing (221.6 KB)
Data Protection and IT Security training

Obligatory for each User/PL

Next training: spring 2019

Next: certification and e-learning
Data Transfer and Use Agreement

Contract template between

Hospital and home institution of Project Leader

Available soon
Secure Access to BioMedIT Nodes

Access each node individually

Encrypt data when transferred

Next: SWITCHaai accounts
Conclusion

Data protection & IT security awareness

Restricted access to data

Do good research 😊